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In-person Groups 
 
TEMPE  SOS GROUP 
1st  and 3rd Thursday 
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm  
EMPACT-SPC 
618 S. Madison Dr, Tempe 
PHOENIX/SCOTTSDALE 
SOS GROUP                                     
2nd and 4th Wednesday           
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm                           
Prince of Peace Church                  
3641  N. 56th St, Phoenix             
WEST VALLEY  SOS GROUP                                    
2nd and 4th Tuesday                 
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm                           
EMPACT-SPC                         
4425 W. Olive, Suite 194 
Glendale    
PARADISE VALLEY SOS 
GROUP  - NEW LOCATION!                                  
1st  and 3rd Wednesday              
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm                                                 
Shiloh Community Church   
19021 N. 32nd St., Phoenix    
PRESCOTT SOS GROUP  - 
NEW LOCATION AND DAY!            
Last Thursday                          
6:30 pm—8:00 pm                               
Lessons by Lexe Dance Studio 
Gateway Mall                        
3250 Gateway Blvd, #106 
Prescott   
 

Other Statewide 
Groups (currently not 
meeting in-person due to 
COVID-19) 
EAST MESA SOS GROUP 
2nd and 4th Thursday               
6:00 pm—8:00 pm                           
QUEEN CREEK SOS GROUP                        
1st and 3rd Tuesday       
7pm—8:30pm                  
TUCSON SOS GROUP  
1st and 3rd Thursday 
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
SEDONA SOS GROUP           
Last Tuesday                                    
6:30pm—8:30pm                 

Virtual Support 
Groups 
Please visit 
www.empactsos.org for 
more information. 

Apoyo Individual en 
Espanol 
Por favor contacta  
Sandra.McNally@ 
lafrontera-empact.org 
       

 

Save the Date….. 
 

Saturday, August 14, 2021 
 

20th Annual Survivors of 
Suicide Day Conference 

(rescheduled from 2020) 
 

Desert Willow Conference Center 
4340 East Cotton Center Blvd. 

Phoenix, AZ 85040  
 

8:30am—3:00pm 

 
 

   
 
 
 
 
                 

      
 
                         

   Registration information will be available  

June 15, 2021 at www.empactsos.org 



 
My Journey to Choose Love By: Carolyn H.  
(reprinted from www.save.org) 
 
As I sit and reflect on my 20 years with Cody, the first thought that comes to mind is gratitude. 
Now, don’t get me wrong, it has taken a lot of time and a lot of work to get to this point. My grief 
journey, like everyone else, has been and is an emotional rollercoaster consisting of unbearable pain. 
Every grief stage has been visited time and again…denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and 
acceptance.  
 
As time has gone on and the realization hit home that no matter what I did, Cody would not be coming 
back to me, I knew I needed to make a choice: a choice to stay in misery and pain and dwell on my 
loss, or a choice to honor both my son and myself by living this life the best that I can. I decided to 
choose the latter. There are days and there will continue to be days when this choice is difficult, and 
I would rather just lie in bed and live in that state of pain and misery. On those days, I allow myself 
time to do that, but I also don’t allow myself to stay there too long. As soon as I am able, I put my 
focus back to being grateful for my time with Cody and what I learned on this journey.  
 
I am grateful:  
 

Cody gave me the title of mom.  
Cody showed me how to appreciate history.  
Cody reminded me to always take time to play.  
Cody showed me how to live with passion.  
Cody taught me how to be patient.  
Cody gave me the appreciation of winter.  
Cody taught me how to show compassion.  
Cody reminded me how important it is to serve others.  
Cody gave me my love of the sound of laughter.  
Cody allowed me to be myself.  
Cody showed me that a sense of humor is important in life.  

 
What I learned:  
 

I learned that when we love big, we lose big, but the risk to love is so worth it.  
I learned that I am stronger than I ever thought possible.  
I learned there are people in my life that will be there for me in the good times and the bad.  
I learned that there are people in my life that will not, and that is okay.  
I learned that everyone has a story, and everyone deserves a listening ear.  
I learned that bad things can happen to good people, and I am one of those people.  
I learned how important forgiveness is in my life, for Cody, and for me.  
I learned that the guilt I feel, the should have’s and would have’s, really don’t help me to live my 

best life.  
I learned that asking WHY over and over again is still not going to get me the answer I am looking 

for.  
I learned that I can still laugh and smile, and that Cody would want me to.  
I learned that faith and hope are two things I need in my life.  
I learned that Cody’s story will still carry on through all the lives he touched.  
I learned that my love for Cody will never end nor will my sorrow of missing him so deeply.  

 
 

So, I choose LOVE, Love for Cody,  
 
Love for my friends and family,  
 
Love for others, Love for me,  
 
and Love for Life!  
 



 How to Cope with Bereavement During the COVID-19 Pandemic   (reprinted from psychologytoday.com) 

  
 
Bereavement is a painful, stressful, and difficult journey at the best of times. But grieving the loss of 
a loved one may be especially challenging during the COVID-19 pandemic.   

Why Does the Pandemic Create Additional Strain for the Bereaved? 

We live in highly uncertain times, and we are surrounded by fear, anxiety, and illness. But this 
pandemic will be especially stressful if already grieving the loss of a loved one. Some of the 
reasons for increased stress may include:  

▪Being less able to receive in-person support from friends and family, potentially leading to a 
greater sense of isolation and loneliness. 
▪A decrease in activity levels which may lead to more "thinking" time and a reduced ability to use 
hobbies and interests as helpful distractions.     
▪High levels of social, health, and occupational uncertainty, reducing stability in life as you grieve, 
which can create difficulty planning for the future. 
▪More frequent reminders about illness and death, including the fear that you will experience 
further loss.  
 
There will be other stressful factors but, as we can see, the coping resources of a bereaved person 
are under severe strain in the context of the pandemic. You must have a clear game plan to help 
manage the additional challenges caused by COVID-19.  

Coping Strategies 

Here are some suggestions to help support your well-being while grieving during the pandemic: 

▪Acknowledge that grieving at this time is more challenging than coping with loss outside a health 
crisis. You have additional sources of stress to contend with, so you must practice self-compassion. 
Signs of self-criticism might come in the form of beliefs like "I should be doing better than this" or "I 
am failing to keep it together." Failing to acknowledge the additional stress associated with the 
pandemic runs the risk of blaming yourself for something that is out of your control.  

▪Staying connected to others is very important if you are grieving AND socially isolated. Often we  
don't feel like talking to others after losing a loved one. If you lack this motivation, try to book times 
for phone calls and video chats. Arrange these conversations as appointments you must keep.  
Agree on times with people in advance so you are more likely to follow through.  
▪Alternate between "loss" and "restorative" activities. This idea comes from the dual-process 
approach to grief which says that people move been loss-related activities (e.g., looking at photos 
of the deceased, crying, talking about the person) and restorative exercises (e.g., making plans for 
the future, spending time on hobbies).    
▪Consider minimizing the time you spend watching the news. It is sensible to be aware of major 
announcements by government and health officials. Outside of that, don't watch the news if it 
increases your stress levels.  
 
You might find it useful to think about how your lost loved one would like                                      

you to respond in these circumstances. You can use this exercise to                                           
help generate coping strategies.  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/grief
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/stress
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/coronavirus-disease-2019
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/fear
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/anxiety
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/motivation
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/intelligence
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      SOS Memorial Quilts 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here is the latest Quilt! If you are interested 
in having your loved one appear on the next 

quilt, please email the following  
information to:  

 
Sandra.McNally@LaFrontera-Empact.org 

 
●A picture or pictures of your loved one 
that you want to use on the quilt. 
 
●Full name of your loved one. 
 
●Dates of your loved one’s birth and 
death. 
 
●A message you  
would like included –  
it can be anything but  
needs to fit on an  

8” x 8” square with  
the picture(s). 
 
 

         S U R V I V O R S  O F  S U I C I D E  



Sandra McNally, Prevention Manager 

EMPACT-SPC 

618 S. Madison Drive 

Tempe, AZ 85281 

Phone: 480-784-1514, ext. 1219 

E-mail: Sandra.McNally@LaFrontera-

EMPACT.org           

Resources: 

Crisis/Suicide Hotlines: 

●La Frontera Arizona/EMPACT-SPC: 

      480-784-1500 

●National Lifeline Network: 

      800-273-TALK 

●Mercy Care Crisis Hotline 

      800-631-1314 

Internet Resources: 

●American Association of Suicidology: 

     www.suicidology.org 

●American Foundation of Suicide Prevention: 

     www.afsp.org 

 

For more information, contact: 

    Your Partner for a Safe, Strong,    

        and Healthy Community. 

 

“Creating a Legacy” 
Planned Giving for EMPACT-SPC's 

Survivors of Suicide Program 
 
 
“Creating a Legacy” for EMPACT-SPC's Survivors of Suicide Program is a beautiful opportunity to 
remember a loved one, and to contribute to the healing of others in our community who have 
been impacted by a tragic loss to suicide. It is a way to contribute to an agency and program 
whose mission is to help others in their healing journey. 
 
Nonprofit agencies such as EMPACT-SPC need financial assistance in order to continue 
their critical work in the community. By making a planned gift, you can make a difference in the 
lives of others by helping to ensure that EMPACT-SPC is able to continue supporting our Survivors 
of Suicide program for years to come. The process of Creating a Legacy can be as easy as naming 
EMPACT-SPC’s Survivors of Suicide program in your will, or as the beneficiary of a life insurance 
policy or retirement plan proceeds.  
 
If you would like to become a part of EMPACT-SPC's Survivors of Suicide "Creating a Legacy" 
program, or if you have any questions, please contact  
Sandra McNally at (480) 784-1514, ext. 1219 or  
Sandra.McNally@lafrontera-empact.org   
 
You also may write to us at EMPACT-SPC:  
c/o Sandra McNally, Prevention Manager 
618 S. Madison Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281  
 
We will be happy to provide you information about  
options for planned giving. 

mailto:Sandra.McNally@lafrontera-empact.org

